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Message from OWASP Delhi Board

OWASP Delhi Chapter is thankful to the chapter members for their continuous support in contributing to OWASP’s mission of finding and fighting with the insecure code. In the last few years, Delhi chapter has grown tremendously from merely 30 members to more than 700 members, which makes us one of the biggest OWASP chapters across the globe. India being the world’s largest software development hub needs to ensure delivery of highly secured code to our international partners and stay as a world leader in IT domain. We at OWASP India work to increase the awareness about application security amongst the professionals and companies involved into software development or information security activities. And we are proud that we could withstand on our objective.

OWASP is a not-for-profit organization and always seek talented volunteers who could take forward the initiative. OWASP Delhi Chapter is highly thankful to all the members who nominated themselves to participate in the chapter activities as volunteers. Activities have been divided into different committees and a leader has been assigned for every committee who will be responsible to lead the initiative and coordinate for different tasks. OWASP Delhi board will work closely with all the assigned leaders to make it an easy and time-efficient communication. Committee shall be in effect for 1 year from the date of this document and shall be revised every year. During this tenure, all the members will be entitled to access any OWASP conference organized by OWASP Delhi chapter at no cost.

Below is the list of members for different committees with their brief bio-data.

Thank you once again for your interest to take forward the mission. We look forward to your active participation.

Many Thanks,

Dhruv Soi
Chair – OWASP India
Director – OWASP Delhi Chapter
Speaker Coordination Committee (SCC)
Following are the members for SCC:

**Deepayan Chanda (Leader)**
MBA (IT), GIAC Certified Intrusion Analyst, Computer Hacking Forensics Investigator and Certified Ethical Hacker with 14.5 years of experience in the IT and Defence sectors.

Currently associated with Orange Business Services (France Telecoms), Responsible for Designing new Security Services / Practices, Managed Security Services. Planning the Project execution strategy for new services designed.

Previously with Symantec Software Solutions India Pvt. Ltd., Chennai as Supervisor (Sr. Program Manager), with the distinction of establishing the entire Security Analysts’ Team from scratch.


**Anurag Khanna**
Anurag is working in Information security with IBM ISS in Penetration Testing, Application Security, Incident Handling and Consulting. He has previously worked with Symantec and Ernst and Young in information security. He has also worked as facilitator for SANS India 2010. He is a certified SANS – GCIH (GIAC Certified Incident Handler), GCIA (GIAC Certified Intrusion Analyst), RHCE, CEH, CCNA and CCNP BSCI (Routing).

**Angad Singh**
Angad has extensive experience in information security assessment of varied IT systems ranging from infrastructure to applications. He specializes in application and network penetration, database auditing, configuration review and network architecture analysis. His skills in application development enable him to provide insights into application security issues. Angad has conducted reverse engineering of malware, published advisories on the same. He has also performed implementation of various security products. He has researched and documented best practices on application platform centric security implementations. He has successfully defended the security for one of his clients, where CERT conducted a penetration drill into the environment of selected service providers.

**Sumit Lohani**
Sumit has 6+ years of work Experience in Security product testing. Currently he is working with McAfee Bangalore as Web Application functional security tester from last 2+ years.

Earlier to McAfee, he has worked with Virtusa Hyderabad for nearly 2 years and worked for ISS (Internet security system) on IPS/IDS appliance testing.

Before Vitusa he has worked with BluneLane Technologies (now acquired by VMware) Pune. He worked there for 2 years and worked on network patch proxy server testing.

He is highly interested in knowledge sharing through attending conferences, writing white papers and member of different security groups.
Participant Coordination Committee (PCC)

Following are the members for PCC:

Parwez Mohammad – (Leader)

Having good experience in the area of IT Security & Risk (Banking Domain) and Master in Information and Communication System Security from one of the most reputed technical institution of Europe and worked for two years in UK as an Information Security consultant with NHS/MSS (National Health Services UK). (CISSP, CISA & CISM, ISO 27001 LA (P), ISO27001 Implementer). Role involves creating, documenting and implementing IT Security Risk analysis practices and developing Information Security Controls and procedures in compliance with security policies, standards, best practice guides and operational processes to fulfil regulatory requirements of organizations within application development. Having a good understanding of legal and regulatory regimes, information risk management, working on PCI/DSS, Data protection/GLBA and Privacy of Europe/UK, HIPPA, FISMA, Vulnerability Assessment, Computer, BS7799/ISO27001 standard, IT Auditing, SOX – SAS 70, COBIT and OCTAVE method. I have worked in Database Security, Application Security with Good working knowledge of quality standard like Six Sigma, CMMi and ISO9001:2008

Megha Anand

Megha is working as a senior security consultant in E&Y. She has done Masters in Computer Application from SNDT University, Mumbai. Her exposure primarily lies in penetration testing, application security reviews, application security testing, application architecture reviews, threat modelling & security policy governance in banking domain. She also conducts numerous application security trainings in her company.

She has total experience of 4.6 years. Prior to E&Y, she was working with Tata Consultancy Services where she was part of global consulting practice as security consultant. In her leisure time, she enjoys travelling and possess candle making art.

Nilesh Kumar

Nilesh is currently working with Honeywell in Bangalore as Security Analyst. He has got 3+ years of experience in App Sec and IT Sec.

Before Honeywell he worked for SDG, Noida. He attended two OWASP Delhi Chapter meetings in Noida and also demonstrated attacking Hacme Bank. He has also been highly active in OWASP Mumbai and Bangalore chapters.
Venue Coordination Committee

Dr. Sunil Gupta (Leader)

Dr. Sunil is working as the CIO & Head of Information & Communication Technology in the Economic Research unit of Ministry of Steel. Main work area relates to using IT in the steel industry and setting up broad policy related matters pertaining to the steel sector like SAIL, Vizag, TATA steel, POSCO, Arcelor Mittal, Jindal’s, ESSAR, and other secondary sector also. His area of expertise revolves around looking after the IT and techno-economic aspect of the framing of broad policy and planning related matters in addition to the Information and content management for the steel industry in private sector. Prior to his current employment, he has worked in various other organizations of repute with competitive environs.

He is the member of Infrastructure, ICT, Telecom and knowledge committee of industry chambers like ASSOCHAM, CII, FICCI, ICC, etc. He is actively associated with numerous IT, Telecom, and Management forums and societies like NASSCOM, CSI, IIM, and numerous national & international CXO forums/associations.

He regularly delivers lectures and conduct workshops/seminars on burning issues related to steel sector, IT, motivation, leadership, and management in various national and international forums and Write articles on the same issues in print and e-media.

Tarun Gupta

Tarun is working as Lead Information Security at Sistema Shyam Teleservices Limited - MTS India. He holds good experience in conducting Risk Assessments for Systems, Applications and Infrastructure related projects. Prior to MTS, he was In-charge of application risk assessments and application security initiatives at Tulip Telecom Limited for Data Center, NOC and Managed Services across India. He is conversant with Multiple Risk assessment methodology (OCTAVE, FAIR). Familiar with various IT GRC tools for Risk and compliance automation. He has got expertise in computer security incident handling, vulnerability analysis, application security testing and penetration testing. He also conducted security configuration audit/benchmarking of different operating systems, aligning and rolling enterprise wide security and management programs including ISO 27001, ISO 20000, ISO 9000, BS 25999, risk assessment etc.

Gaurav Pathak

Gaurav is a MBA from IMT, Ghaziabad with around 4 years of experience and is working as Marketing Lead at Torrid Networks from last 2 years. Prior to which he worked at Aegis and participated in their business development activities. At Torrid Networks, he is managing more than 15 special accounts of the company and also develops the new businesses in the field of Information Security. He likes to keep himself abreast on latest information security topics and also worked as an active volunteer in OWASP Asia 2009 to coordinate on different logistics requirements for organizing the conference. Networking with information security professionals and organizing events are few of his interests.
Wikipedia Management Committee

Padma Sriram Iyer (Leader)
Padma holds total 4 years experience in information security field. Area of specialisation is in front end web application security testing, OS review, IIS server review and network vulnerability analysis. Padma conducted "Coding Secure Web applications" training for their developers on a monthly basis which was a basic security awareness training module for Java and .Net developers. OWASP WebGoat and other OWASP resources are used as the basis for this training. Apart from these, Padma has assisted in security review checklist creation/modification for web application, OS, database and networks.

Neelu Tripathy
Neelu is currently working as Security Analyst with Technology Excellence Group, TCS. Her work primarily consists of Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing of Application and Network. She got basic awareness on GRC area and has done few assignments on framing IT security Policy. She is highly interested to learn more about Application/Network Security, System Security, Hacking, Reverse Engineering and Information Security as a whole. She has been working in this domain for last one and half years and wants to learn from and contribute to the community.

She did her Bachelors in Computer Science and Technology from Kalinga University, Bhubaneswar. Certified Information Security Consultant from NII, Mumbai.